
A English B Fable

1. Location

2. Animal

3. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

4. Same Animal As Before

5. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

6. Adjective

7. Adjective

8. Adjective

9. A Parent Or Guardian

10. Same Animal As Before

11. Noun - Plural

12. Noun - Plural

13. Event
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A English B Fable

Once upon a time in the far off land of my Location was the game of Animal Craft there lived a

happy Verb - Present ends in ING same animal as before who loved adventure. She loved Verb - 

Present ends in ING through the worlds of beautiful blocks looking at others amazing creations. Adjective

castles, Adjective sailing vessels and mass tracts of farming land were just some of the worlds she spent

her time exploring. One day, she decided to play the game for survival and go on a real adventure!

Indeed, she had done so much sightseeing that she was good at navigations; but, she seriously lacked other

necessary survival skills. After a few attempts at the game, she failed miserably and got really discouraged. Her

friend, the minion, challenged her to attend a survival training camp. She Adjective accepted her friends

challenge and enlisted the help of her a parent or guardian to help with her daily practice.

The happy flying same animal as before attended training sessions on everything from fire breathing to

strategic maneuvering. She met a super helpful training guard who protected the knowledge and guided her to

the right training sessions.

Wow did her time at survival training camp pay off. In no time at all, she was slaying creatures, growing her

own Noun - Plural and even conquering the famed Noun - Plural .

Moral



to the story: When you get start playing the game of English B, come to Training Camp (Class Connects,

Composition Conferences and Study Event ) where you can attend skill building sessions and meet your

training guard (teacher) who will help you master the game of English B!
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